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	This first overview of mass spectrometry-based pharmaceutical analysis is the key to improved high-throughput drug screening, rational drug design and analysis of multiple ligand-target interactions. The ready reference opens with a general introduction to the use of mass spectrometry in pharmaceutical screening, followed by a detailed description of recently developed analytical systems for use in the pharmaceutical laboratory.


	Applications range from simple binding assays to complex screens of biological activity and systems containing multiple targets or ligands -- all highly relevant techniques in the early stages in drug discovery, from target characterization to hit and lead finding.
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Getting StartED with Windows Live Movie MakerFriends of Ed, 2010

	Windows Live Movie Maker is a small but powerful movie editing application from Microsoft. It is a complete rewrite of the old Movie Maker software with a new audience in mind. The focus of this new edition is on giving you the power to quickly create movies and slideshows to share with your friends and family. The movies can be a combination...
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Solving Problems in Scientific Computing Using Maple and Matlab®Springer, 2004

	
		Modern computing tools like MAPLE (a symbolic computation package)
	
		and MATLAB® ( a numeric and symbolic computation and visualization
	
		program) make it possible to use the techniques of scientific
	
		computing to solve realistic nontrivial problems in a classroom
	
		setting. These problems have been traditionally...
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Modern Italian Grammar: A Practical Guide (Modern Grammars)Routledge, 1997


	Modern Italian Grammar follows an entirely new approach to learning Italian. It

	embraces a new way of looking at grammar not as an ultimate goal, but as the

	tool with which we construct a dialogue or a piece of writing.





	Modern Italian Grammar is specifically designed to be accessible to the

	English reader not...
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Haar Wavelets: With Applications (Mathematical Engineering)Springer, 2014

	This is the first book to present a systematic review of applications of the Haar wavelet method for solving Calculus and Structural Mechanics problems. Haar wavelet-based solutions for a wide range of problems, such as various differential and integral equations, fractional equations, optimal control theory, buckling, bending and vibrations...
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Advanced Multilevel Converters and Applications in Grid IntegrationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2019

	
		A comprehensive survey of advanced multilevel converter design, control, operation and grid-connected applications

	
		Advanced Multilevel Converters and Applications in Grid Integration presents a comprehensive review of the core principles of advanced multilevel converters, which require fewer components and...
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Cost-Justifying Usability, Second Edition: An Update for the Internet Age, Second Edition (Interactive Technologies)Morgan Kaufmann, 2005
HCI professionals will repeat quotes with statistics, learn from case studies, and copy chapters for their managers. Thorough & thoughtful, practical & actionable-- readers will be able to put the ideas to work immediately!  

Ben Shneiderman, University of Maryland

"Cost-Justifying Usability" delivers much...
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